
Ankeny Centennial Core Drills

Defensive Drill
1v1 Windup

1

1

2 2 3 3

1v1 Wind Up - Defense starts an arms length away from the
offense. The defense must turn his man 3 times before he gets to
the scoring area. Play 1 vs. 1 at the end, offense tries to score.

Defensive Drill
2 on 2 Ball Screen Defense Drill
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2

x1

x2

COACH

Continuous 2 v 2 ballscreen drill. Player 1 follows pass to set a
ball screen for player 2. Offensive players focus on setting good
screen with good angle. Ball handler looks to come off ball screen
hard. Sceener looks to roll hard to target spot. Ball handler will
extend to the top of the key then turn and throw back to teammate
for another ball screen.
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Defensive Drill
2 on 2 Ball Screen Defense Drill

1 2x1 x2

COACH

Defensive players focus on communication. Defensive players get
repetition in fighting over screen, hedging vertically and recovering
to man. Coach can switch up defensive game plan for defending
ball screens for defensive repetition.

Defensive Drill
3 on 3 Variations

1

23
x1

x2x3

3 offensive players repeatedly rep Pass and Screen Away action.
Defense focuses on communication, sprinting to the help, and
closing out to man. Defense looks to Extend the screen away. Ball
You Man vision and communication from the help.

Defensive Drill
3 on 3 Variations

1

23
x1

x2x3

3 offensive players repeatedly rep the Pass and Basket Cut
action. Defense focuses on communication, sprinting to the help,
and closing out to man. Defense looks to jump to the ball and beat
cutters to the spot, never letting an offensive player cut across his
face. Focus on Ball You Man vision and communication from the
help.

Defensive Drill
3 on 3 Variations

1

23
x1

x2x3

Other 3 v 3 Breakdown Variations

Defending the Dribble Handoff
Defending the Drift Pass
-1st and 2nd Rotation, rotating over, rotating down
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Defensive Drill
4 v 4 Shell - 1
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x1
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x3

Working on defensive positioning and communication.

x2 should deny the wing when one pass away.

x4 should be plugged into the middle gap.

x3 is two passes away, so should have a foot in the paint.

x1 is applying ball pressure, playing him straight up.

Defensive Drill
4 v 4 Shell - 2
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x2 applies ball pressure

x1 takes elbow coverage, NOT DENYING BACK

x3 is rimline with vision of his man and defender

x4 is also rimline with feet in the paint since he's two passes
away.
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Defensive Drill
4 v 4 Shell - 3
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Ball can be skipped. Same defensive positioning rules apply.

Defensive Drill
4 v 4 Shell - 4
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BASELINE ROTATION - When driven baseline, following rotation
should occur. x2 cuts off driver. x1 drops for 2nd rotation to take
away dump/drift passes. x4 drops to middle of the lane.

On any kick out passes, closest man takes the ball.

Work on continuous "dummy" baseline drives to work on
positioning.

Defensive Drill
4v4 Shell

Can also work on defending cuts and screens from a live setting.

Defensive Drill
Iowa Combination

1x1

C

Iowa Combination -Coach has the ball. Offense (1) vs. defense
(x1) on the wing. Defender must do in order: 1) Defend, 2)
Backdoor, 3) Force Baseline, 4) Stop drive, 5) Deny cutter and
force high, 6) Force 3 pt. shot, 7) Screen out and rebound.
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Defensive Drill
Iowa Combination

1

2 3

x1

Cougar Den - Defender rolls the ball out to any of the perimeter
offensive players. x1 then must close out the player and they are
live 1v1. Must get three stops to get out of the "Den".

Defensive Drill
Memphis Closeouts - 1

x1

1

2

3

x2x3

Closeout

Defender x1 starts with the ball and passes to x2. x2 passes to x3.
x3 to offensive player 1 as x1 sprints to closeout on 1.

Defensive Drill
Memphis Closeouts - 2

x11

2

3

x2x3

x2 and x3 close out on 2 and 3. as the ball is swung around the
perimeter. On the first pass, from 1 to 2, x1 jumps to the ball. On
the second pass from 2 to 3, x1 sprints to midline.

Defensive Drill
Memphis Closeouts - 3

x1

1

2

3
x2

x3

The offense reverses the ball again, with defenders allowing the
passes and working on postioning. x3 jumps to the ball then
sprints to midline. x2 jumps to elbow coverage, x1 closes out
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Defensive Drill
Memphis Closeouts - 4

x11

2

3
x2

x3

Play live 3v3 from there with an emphasis on forcing the dribbler
whicever direction your defense dictates. Use this drill to work on
the specific footwork and fundamentals taught in your defensive
philosophy.

Defensive Drill
Plattevill, Saluki, SDSA

1
2 3

32
1

3 tries to get 2 in a row - Rotation is offense to defense. Play 3 on
3 with any defensive focus you desire (ball screens, switching,
etc.) and the defense must defend perfectly then box out, reboud
and outlet the ball. The defense gets 3 attempts to defend
perfectly 2 times in a row. If they are unable to do this, they
immediately go to the other end and run side to sides. When
finished running, they go to the end of the line and wait their turn.
Those who are successful will just play offense. All those who
haven't completed 2 in a row have extra conditioning.
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Defensive Drill
Plattevill, Saluki, SDSA
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x1

Platteville Closeouts - x1 is the defender. Players 1-5 pass to
each other in order. x1 must run to each next player when the ball
is passed and close them out.

Defensive Drill
Plattevill, Saluki, SDSA
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Platteville Closeouts - Everyone moves up for the next rotation.
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Defensive Drill
Saluki

2

41 3
x3

3
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2
Saluki - Player 1 is playing 1v1 wind up limited to half of the floor
against player 2 the length of the court. After the play is finished, 2
then sprints to player 3 and plays 1v1 wind up the length of the
floor back. After that play is finished, Player 2 must finally play 1v1
wind up on player 4 for the length of the floor. At the same time
this is happening, The other side of the floor is doing the same
thing.

Defensive Drill
Plattevill, Saluki, SDSA

C
C
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C
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4 5x4 x5

Screen Down - Screen Across - (A) Pass to elbow, passer
screens down. The defender extends the down screen.

(B) The ball is passed to teh coach. Two cross screens are set.
The two defenders must swag the cross screen until cutter's
defender can get through screen on the ballside
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Defensive Drill
Post D Drills

1

Coach

2

4
x5

Player 1 and Player 2 line up on the wings and work to enter the
ball into the post, and swing the ball from side to side. Player 4
looks to post hard on the post defender. The post defender works
to fight over the post to deny post entry.

Defensive Drill
Post D Drills

12

4x5

The wings may dribble down towards the corner to enter the ball
to the post on the low side. The defender must fight to the bottom
side of the post if the wings drop below the free throw line.

Defensive Drill
React, Panther, Ranger

1 2

React Drill - Player 2 passes to player 1 then goes to close him
out. Player 1 takes two hard dribbles in any direction while player
two reacts and keeps player 1 in front of him. Incorporate shot
fakes.

Defensive Drill
React, Panther, Ranger

1

C

C

Panther Slides - Player takes two hard slides then sprints and
closes out to the coach (pushing off his left foot). Then he takes
two hard slides pushing off his right foot then sprints to the next
coach and closes out. 2 more hard slides pushing off the left foot
to center court where he turns and technique slides across to the
sideline and repeats on opposite side.
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Defensive Drill
Ranger Drill - 1

x3

x2

x1

2

31

C

Ranger Drill - 2 passes to 1 on the wing. 1 drives baseline while
x1 acts like he gets beat for the drills sake. x3 must sprint over
outside the lane line and draw a charge. x2 must drop down in the
middle of the lane. 1 tries to pass to 3 floating down to the corner,
while x2 must get a hand on the ball.

Defensive Drill
Ranger Drill - 2

x3

x2x1
31

C2

Ranger Drill - Coach now has a ball and passes to one of the
offensive players to take a shot as soon as they get it. It is now
the defensive players job to locate the offensive players and
recover.


